Abstract-In many scientific and commercial domains, we encounter flexibility objects, i.e., objects with explicit flexibilities in a time and an amount dimension (e.g., energy or product amount). Applications of flexibility objects require novel and efficient techniques capable of handling large amounts of such objects while preserving flexibility. Hence, this paper formally defines the concept of flexibility objects (flex-objects) and provides a novel and efficient solution for aggregating and disaggregating flex-objects. Out of the broad range of possible applications, this paper will focus on smart grid energy data management and discuss strategies for aggregation and disaggregation of flex-objects while retaining flexibility. This paper further extends these approaches beyond flex-objects originating from energy consumption by additionally considering flex-objects originating from energy production and aiming at energy balancing during aggregation. In more detail, this paper considers the complete life cycle of flex-objects: aggregation, disaggregation, associated requirements, efficient incremental computation, and balance aggregation techniques. Extensive experiments based on real-world data from the energy domain show that the proposed solutions provide good performance while satisfying the strict requirements.
flexible loads of the "macro" flex-objects to match the forecasts of inflexible consumption and RES production. During the scheduling, the "macro" flex-objects are transformed (instantiated) into so-called "macro" fix-objects (f x a1 and f x a2 ) having concrete values assigned for the time and amount dimensions within the flex-object flexibility intervals. Then, the aggregators disaggregate the "macro" fix-objects into "micro" fix-objects (f x 1 ; . . . ; f x 4 ), which specify the exact time and magnitude of energy that has to be consumed (or produced) by the consumers/producers. If electricity is consumed and produced according to the fix-objects, consumers/producers are ultimately rewarded based on the flexibility they offer.
In this cycle, the aggregation and disaggregation operations have a number of associated requirements. First, aggregation must reduce the total number of flex-objects to lower the complexity of solving the scheduling problem. It should retain as much flexibility as possible in the aggregated flexobjects, while not introducing more flexibility than that of the non-aggregated flex-objects. Second, the aggregation must produce aggregated flex-objects conforming to individual BRP requirements, setting the limits for, for instance, the number, magnitude of amount, and covered time window, of the flex-objects. Third, aggregation must be able to support rapid and continuous flex-object additions and removals issued by consumers/producers. Fourth, to reduce the risk of congestions (caused by RES and EVs), it is very important to balance demand and supply locally by aggregators prior to scheduling (global balancing) by BRPs. Thus, the aggregation must be able to perform local balancing when producing aggregated flex-objects. Fig. 1 demonstrates such "balance aggregation" using the flex-object f a1 , which represents the joint energy needs/offers from a consumer issuing the flex-object f 1 and a producer issuing the flex-object f 2 . Lastly, the disaggregation of fix-objects must be feasible in all these cases. For use in the smart-grid (MIRABEL/TotalFlex) and other domains, no flex-object aggregation/disaggregation solution satisfying all these requirements exists.
Considering this need, the contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we formally define flex-objects, fix-objects, measures to quantify flexibility, aggregation and disaggregation functions, and associated requirements. Second, we present a basic technique to aggregate many flex-objects into a single aggregated flex-object and to disaggregate a fix-object into many fix-objects. Third, we present an advanced technique that generates many aggregated flex-objects and that is able to disaggregate fix-objects. Here, the aggregation is performed incrementally. Given a sequence of flex-object deltas, our technique partitions flex-objects into disjoint groups of similar flex-objects. The partitioning is performed in two steps-grid-based grouping and bin-packing-ensuring that flex-objects in the groups are similar enough and that the groups themselves fulfil a given (aggregate) criterion. After bin-packing, similar flex-objects from different groups are merged into aggregated flex-objects, which are finally returned as output in the form of a sequence of aggregated flex-object deltas. Fourth, we present five techniques for balance aggregation. For all techniques, we provide detailed algorithms in pseudo-code along with computational complexity estimates. Finally, we discuss the results of our extensive set of experiments with both regular and balance aggregation and show that our solution scales well and handles aggregation and disaggregation efficiently and effectively. This paper significantly extends our previous work [2] by providing (1) a more concise problem formulation, also including balance aggregation, (2) detailed aggregation/ disaggregation algorithms with pseudo-code, (3) five concrete balance aggregation algorithms, (4) computational complexity analyses, and (5) a set of comprehensive balance aggregation experiments.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formally defines all relevant concepts. Sections 3-4 describe basic and advanced flex-object aggregation/disaggregation techniques. Balance aggregation techniques are introduced in Section 5. Section 6 describes the experimental evaluation, while Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses future work. An electronic appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2014.2445755, provides additional proofs and the detailed complexity analyses of the proposed algorithms.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We now formalize the problem of aggregating and disaggregating flexibility objects. Our formalization includes (1) definitions of flex-object concepts, (2) measures for quantifying flexibility, and (3) functions for aggregation and disaggregation and their associated constraints.
Let e be an entity from a domain D utilizing a resource r; the utilization of the resource is characterized by a continuous amount over a discrete time. An example of an entity (e) is an EV that is connected to a charging station (D) and consuming specific amounts of electrical energy (r) at different hours to fully charge its battery. We define flexibility in how the resource can be utilized (i.e., flexible utilization) using a so-called flex-object, which is a multidimensional object capturing two aspects: (1) a time flexibility interval and (2) an amount profile with a sequence of consecutive slices, each defined by minimum and maximum bounds of the amount. Definition 1. A flex-object f is a tuple f ¼ ð½t es ; t ls ; pÞ where ½t es ; t ls is the start time flexibility interval and p is the amount profile. The time is discretized into equal-sized units, e.g., 15 minute intervals. Thus, we use t es 2 N to specify the earliest start time and t ls 2 N to specify the latest start time.
The p is a sequence of slices hs ð1Þ ; . . . ; s ðmÞ i, where a slice s ðiÞ is a continuous range ½a min ; a max defined by a minimum amount a min and a maximum amount a max . The extent of s ðiÞ in the time dimension is 1 unit. Hence, a flex-object's profile duration is computed as p dur ðfÞ ¼ jf:pj, its earliest end time as t ee ðfÞ ¼ f:t es þ p dur ðfÞ, and its latest end time as t le ðfÞ ¼ f:t ls þ p dur ðfÞ. Fig. 2 depicts an example of a flex-object specifying the intended consumption of electricity of a single EV connected to a charging station, where the EV, electricity, and charging station are the above presented entity e, resource r, and domain D, respectively. The flex-object has a profile with five slices: hs ð1Þ ; . . . ; s ð5Þ i. Every slice is represented by a bar in the figure. The top of the light-shaded bar represents the minimum amount value (a min ) and the top of the darkshaded bar represents the maximum amount value (a max ).
Depending on the values of the amount bounds, we distinguish the following three types of flex-objects:
s:a min ! 0. A flex-object f is called negative if 8s 2 f:p : s:a max < 0. A flex-object f is called mixed if it is neither positive nor negative, i.e., if 9s n ; s p 2 f:p : s n :a min < 0ŝ p :a max ! 0.
For example, a positive flex-object can be used to describe the consumption profile and associated flexibilities of a heat-pump heating a house. A negative flex-object can be used for various production-only power systems, e.g., solar panels, wind-turbines, or power generators. A mixed electrical behaviour is exhibited by more advanced power systems, e.g., EVs whose batteries can be charged or discharged. A mixed flex-object can be used to capture such specific behaviour.
We distinguish two types of flexibilities associated with f. The time flexibility tfðfÞ is the difference between the latest and earliest start time, i.e., tfðfÞ ¼ f:t ls À f:t es . Similarly, the amount flexibility afðfÞ is the sum of the differences between the amount bounds of all slices in f's profile, i.e., afðfÞ ¼ P s2f:p s:a max À s:a min . A flex-object with time and amount flexibilities equal to zero is called a fix-object. In this case, the fix-object f ¼ ð½t es ; t ls ; pÞ is such that t es ¼ t ls and 8s 2 f:p : s:a min ¼ s:a max . A fix-object may or may not be a valid instance of a given flex-object. x "f to denote that a fix-object f x is a valid instance of a flexobject f. We refer to t s as the (assigned) start time.
In the general case, there is an infinite number of possible instances of a flex-object (f x "f). One possible instance is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 2 . To quantify the size of the possible instantiation space (flexibility), we define total flexibility as follows:
Definition 4. The total flexibility of a flex-object f is the product of time and amount flexibility, i.e., flexðfÞ ¼ tfðfÞ Á afðfÞ.
A flex-object with a larger total flexibility represents a larger variety of instantiations compared to a flex-object with lower total flexibility. Consider a flex-object f ¼ ð½2; 7; hs ð1Þ ; s ð2Þ iÞ where s ð1Þ ¼ ½10; 20 and s ð2Þ ¼ ½18; 30. The time flexibility of f is equal to 7 À 2 ¼ 5. The amount flexibility afðfÞ is equal to ð20 À 10Þ þ ð30 À 18Þ ¼ 22. Hence, the total flexibility of f is equal to 110, and it is considered "more flexible" than, for example, a flex-object with a total flexibility of 100.
We now generally define the concepts of flex-object aggregation and disaggregation, and formulate associated constraints and requirements. Later, in Sections 3-5, we elaborate on how these operations are performed.
Definition 5. Flex-object aggregation generalizes the joint flexible utilization of a resource within the domain. This is performed by a function AGGðF Þ that takes a set of flex-objects F and produces a set of flex-objects A, jAj jF j. Every f a 2 A is called an aggregated flex-object.
Definition 6. Flex-object disaggregation de-generalizes (coarse) instances of aggregated flex-objects by generating (detailed) instances of non-aggregated flex-objects. This is performed by a function DAGGðF; A; A X Þ where A X is a set of fix-objects that are instances of the aggregated flex-objects from A such that A ¼ AGGðF Þ^8f a 2 A : 9f x a 2 A X and f x a " f a . The function produces a set of non-aggregated flex-object instances,
There exist many different pairs of aggregation and disaggregation functions (AGG, DAGG). However, we are primarily interested in those pairs that "correctly summarize" amounts (and their allocations in time). We formulate this as the following requirement.
Amount conservation requirement. For any given F , A X , and F X ¼ DAGGðF; AGGðF Þ; A X Þ, the following equality must hold for every time instance t 2 N:
The conservation requirement ensures that the amounts of flex-object instances are equal before and after (dis-) aggregation at all time intervals. In addition, individual aggregation and disaggregation functions must comply with a number of requirements that are inspired by the MIRABEL/TotalFlex use-cases, but are also important for flex-object aggregation in general:
Compression/flexibility trade-off requirement. AGG must allow controlling the trade-off between the number of aggregated flex-objects and the flexibility loss-the difference between the total flexibility (see Definition 4) before and after aggregation.
Aggregate constraint requirement. Every aggregated flexobject f a 2 AGGðF Þ must satisfy a so-called aggregate constraint C, which is satisfied only if the value of a certain flex-object attribute, e.g., total maximum amount, is within the given bounds and thus the aggregated flex-objects are "properly shaped" to meet the BRP rules.
Incremental update requirement. Flex-object updates (addition/removal) should be processed efficiently and cause minimal changes to the set of aggregated flex-objects. This is vital in scenarios, like MIRABEL, where addition/ removal of flex-objects are very frequent.
Balance requirement. When local balance is required, the aggregation function AGG must generate flex-objects by specifying the joint flexible resource utilization of counteracting entities within the domain D. Thus, AGG should minimize the sum of the absolute balance of the aggregated flex-objects, where the absolute balance of a flex-object f, AbsBalanceðfÞ, is the sum of the absolute amount averages ðj a min þamax 2 jÞ of its slices. This ensures that amount bounds of an aggregated flexobject are centred (balanced) around zero, as in f a1 = ð½1; 10;h½À10; þ10; ½À10; þ10Þ in Fig. 1 . Such an aggregated flex-object is, potentially, mixed and captures (1) the balanced utilization of a resource within a domain D as a nominal option, and (2) feasible deviations from the balance, describing how the utilization can be unbalanced while respecting all flex-object constraints. In practice, such balance-aggregated flex-objects can be used by BRPs, for example, to balance demand and supply while charging a fleet of EVs and at the same time following price signals from the regulating power market.
Note that the compression/flexibility trade-off and balance requirements are conflicting, because it is not possible to achieve a small number of aggregated flex-objects with high flexibility and balance at the same time.
AGGREGATION AND DISAGGREGATION
In this section, we propose basic flex-object aggregation and disaggregation functions satisfying only the amount conservation requirement. As these two functions produce (consume) a single aggregated flex-object, we denote them as N-to-1 and 1-to-N, respectively. In Section 4, we generalize these functions for a larger set of aggregated flexobjects (N-to-M and M-to-N) and revisit the remaining requirements.
N-To-1 aggregation. As defined in Section 2, the flex-object profile is not fixed in time, but it must be positioned so that the earliest start time f:t es and the latest start time f:t ls bounds are respected. Hence, the aggregation of even two flex-objects is not straightforward. Consider aggregating two flex-objects f 1 and f 2 with time flexibilities 5 and 2. Thus, we have 18 ðð5 þ 1Þ Á ð2 þ 1ÞÞ different profile positioning combinations, each of them realizing a different aggregated flex-object. Fig. 3 depicts two such combinations.
In the simplest case, flex-object profiles can be positioned at their earliest start time (t es ), see Fig. 3a . We refer to this type of positioning as start-alignment (SA). In this case, Algorithm 1 is used to aggregate flex-objects from a set F into a single flex-object f a (N-To-1).
Algorithm 1. N-To-1 Aggregation Using Start-Alignment
Input: F -a set of flex-objects; Output: f a -an aggregated flex-object; First, Algorithm 1 partially instantiates flex-objects in F by choosing the absolute profile positions p f 1 ; . . . ; p f jF j using start-alignment (Lines 2-4). Then, the start time flexibility bounds of the aggregated flex-object are computed conservatively so that the aligned profiles of f 2 F can always be shifted within the flexibility range of f a (Lines 5-6). Finally, the profile of the aggregated flex-object is constructed by summing up the minimum and maximum amounts of the slices of the aligned profiles, ignoring the slices with out-ofrange indices (Lines 7-10).
In general, there are many other ways to align profiles by choosing the profile positions p f 1 ; . . . ; p f jF j at Lines 2-4. Each of these alignments determines where amounts from individual flex-objects are allocated within the profile of f a . A few basic alignment options have already been presented and discussed [2] . Additionally, we propose a novel so-called balance-alignment, solving the non-linear balance optimization problem to find the profile positions, so that the amount bounds of aggregated flex-object are allocated around zero, as formulated by the balance requirement. The effects of the start and balance alignments are illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. The balance alignment is further elaborated on in Section 5.
1-To-N disaggregation. Given a set of flex-objects F , an
, and the set of profile alignment positions P F ¼ fp f 1 ; . . . ; p f jF j g, where P F is ff 1 :t es ; . . . ; f jF j :t es g for start-alignment, the disaggregation of f x a is performed using Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. 1-To-N Disaggregation
Input: F -a set of flex-objects;f a -an aggregated flex-object; f x a -an instance of f a ; P F ¼ fp f 1 ; . . . ; p f jF j g -a set of profile alignment positions Output: F X -a set of flex-object assignments The pair of aggregation and disaggregation functions (AGG-N-to-1, DAGG-1-to-N) satisfies the amount conservation requirement (the proof is given in Appendix A.1, available online). Therefore, for a given instance of an aggregated flexobject it is always possible to generate valid instances of nonaggregated flex-objects such that the amounts of fix-objects before and after disaggregation match. The N-to-1 aggregation with start-alignment and the 1-to-N disaggregation require Oðjf a :pj Á jF jÞ time, where jf a :pj is the length of the aggregated flex-object profile (the full analysis is given in Appendix A.2, available online).
To summarize, the N-to-1 aggregation and the 1-to-N disaggregation functions can be used to aggregate and disaggregate flex-objects while satisfying the amount conservation requirement. However, the aggregated flex-objects exhibit time flexibility losses, which depend on the alignment and the flex-object with the smallest time flexibility (see Lines 5-6 in Algorithm 1). To address this limitation and to meet the additional requirements from Section 2, we now propose N-to-M aggregation and M-to-N disaggregation approaches.
N-TO-M AGGREGATION
As discussed in Section 3, aggregating flex-objects with different start time flexibilities may result in an unnecessary loss of time flexibility. This loss can be avoided by carefully grouping flex-objects and thus ensuring that their time flexibility intervals are similar (or equal). We now describe an incremental (N-to-M) approach that performs multiple levels of grouping to aggregate a set of flex-objects F into a set of aggregated flex-objects A while satisfying the compression/flexibility tradeoff, aggregate constraint, and incremental update requirements.
Overview of the N-To-M Aggregation
As shown in Fig. 4 , the N-to-M aggregation approach (internally) manages a set of non-aggregated flex-objects F and a set of aggregated flex-objects A. The sets F and A are maintained using sequences of deltas (updates). DF 1 ; . . . ; DF k is the input and DA 1 ; . . . ; DA m is the output of the aggregation. Each delta DF i is of the form ðf; cÞ, where f is a non-aggregated flex-object and c 2 fþ; Àg indicates insertion (þ) or deletion (À) of f in F . Similarly, a delta DA i is of the form ðf a ; c a Þ, where f a is an aggregated flex-object and c a 2 fþ; À; Ãg indicates insertion (þ), deletion (À), or modification ( Ã ) of f a in A. To explain how the output D A 1 ; . . . ; DA m is generated from the input DF 1 ; . . . ; DF k , we now provide a high-level and intuitive explanation of the logical phases of grouping, bin-packing, and N-to-1 aggregation.
Logical Phases of the N-To-M Aggregation
The input DF 1 ; . . . ; DF k is passed through the logical phases of (1) grouping, which partitions flex-objects (from F ) into disjoint groups of similar flex-objects, (2) bin-packing, which packs flex-objects into smaller sub-groups to ensure an aggregation constraint (e.g., the total energy should be below 100 kWh), and (3) N-to-1 aggregation, which applies the N-to-1 aggregation function for each sub-group to produce aggregated flex-objects (see Fig. 5 ). Propagation of data is done incrementally, avoiding re-computation of groups, sub-groups, and aggregated flex-objects unaffected by the deltas DF 1 ; . . . ; DF k .
Grouping phase. In this logical phase, the set of flex-objects F is maintained according to DF 1 ; . . . ; DF k and then incrementally partitioned into disjoint groups of similar flexobjects. For this purpose, flex-object similarity grouping is performed: two flex-objects are grouped together if the values of specific flex-object attributes, e.g., earliest start time, latest start time, and/or time flexibility, differ by no more than respective user-defined tolerance thresholds. The associated grouping attributes and user-defined tolerance thresholds are called grouping parameters. In the example in Fig. 5 , flex-objects f 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f 5 are partitioned into the groups g 1 and g 2 during the grouping phase.
Bin-packing phase. This logical phase incrementally enforces the aggregate constraint (see Section 2). Each affected group g produced in the grouping phase is either passed to the next logical phase (if g satisfies the constraint already) or further partitioned into the minimum number of bins (groups) such that the constraint w min wðbÞ w max is satisfied and time flexibility is retained by each bin b. Here, wðbÞ is a weight function and w max and w min are the upper and lower bounds. We refer to w min , w max , and w as bin-packing parameters. By adjusting these parameters, groups with, for instance, a bounded number of flex-objects or a bounded total amount can be built. Note that it may be impossible to satisfy the constraint for certain groups. For example, consider a group with a single flex-object, while we impose a lower bound of two flex-objects in all groups. Aggregated flex-objects of the sub-groups failing to satisfy the aggregate constraint are specially annotated (see g 22 in Fig. 5) .
N-to-1 aggregation phase. For each of the affected bins, aggregated flex-objects are produced by applying an incremental variant of the N-to-1 aggregation (see Section 3). The alignment option (strategy) is specified as an aggregation parameter. Fig. 5 visualizes the processing of five flex-object insert deltas ðf 1 ; þÞ; . . . ; ðf 5 ; þÞ in all three logical phases. In these phases, f 1 ; . . . ; f 5 are aggregated into the flex-objects f a1 , f a2 , and f a3 , which are ultimately packed into the insert deltas ðf a1 ; þÞ, ðf a2 ; þÞ, and ðf a3 ; þÞ returned as output. In this example, grouping parameters are set so that the maximum difference between the earliest start times (t es ) is at most 2. The bin-packing parameters are set so that resulting groups have exactly two flex-objects, i.e., w min ¼ w max ¼ 2, wðgÞ ¼ jgj. In the N-to-1 aggregation phase, start-alignment is used. Here, the formation of groups, sub-groups, and aggregates is configured using user-defined parameters-grouping, bin-packing, aggregation parameters. In practice, users are not required to set or fine-tune these (cumbersome) parameters. Instead, they will be offered a number of meaningful pre-defined parameter configurations corresponding to typical business requirements, e.g., short (long) balanced profiles or amounts as early as possible and limited to 100.
Algorithms for the N-To-M Aggregation
For realizing the N-to-M aggregation, we use the functions initAgg, processDelta, and aggregateInc. Algorithm 3 uses these functions to perform the N-to-M aggregation. The algorithm produces a set of aggregated flex-objects F A ¼ fa 1 ; . . . ; a M g given a set of non-aggregated flex-objects F ¼ ff 1 ; . . . ; f N g and the discussed grouping, bin-packing, and aggregation parameters.
Algorithm 3. N-To-M Aggregation for Inserts Only
Input: F -a set of flex-objects; P G -grouping parameters; P Bbin-packing parameters; P A -N-to-1 aggregation parameters; Output: F A -a set of aggregated flex-objects; In Algorithm 3, initAgg initializes a number of global data structures (variables) for a specific setting of grouping, bin-packing, and aggregation parameters (Line 2). processDelta processes each provided delta from the sequence of deltas, in this case the sequence ðf 1 ; þÞ; . . . ; ðf N ; þÞ generated in Lines 3-4. aggregateInc returns all (latest) changes of aggregated flex-objects that occurred since its previous invocation. As it is invoked only once in Algorithm 3 (with an initially empty set of flex-objects), it returns a sequence of aggregated flex-object insert deltas (Line 6), which are then converted into a set of aggregated flex-objects F A (Lines 7-10), returned as output (Line 14) .
Additionally, the function processDelta can handle delete deltas (of the type '-') in Line 4. In this case, aggregateInc might return insertion (+), deletion (À), and modification (*) deltas, denoting that new flex-objects were added or existing flex-objects were deleted or changed in the set of aggregated flex-objects during the processing of deltas in Line 6. In the following, we discuss each of these functions (initAgg, processDelta and aggregateInc) in more detail and discuss
Function initAgg. This function initializes the global data structures, including group hash, bin hash, and aggregate hash holding groups, sub-groups (bins), and aggregates generated in the grouping, bin-packing, and N-to-1 aggregation phases. It also initializes the group changes list that stores (recent) group modifications.
Algorithm 4. The Pre-Grouping Function ProcessDelta
Global data: GH -a group hash; CL -group changes list; Input: f -a flex-object to be updated; c -the type of delta: '+' for insertion; 'À' for deletion Function processDelta (Algorithm 4). This function performs pre-grouping, i.e., it maintains flex-object groups in the group hash according to a delta ðf; cÞ given as input. Here, f is the affected flex-object and c is the type of the delta ('+' or 'À'). First, f is mapped into a d-dimensional point (Line 2). This point belongs to a cell in a d-dimensional uniform grid. The extent of a cell in each dimension is defined by the tolerance thresholds from the grouping parameters, and every cell is identified by its coordinates in the grid. Only populated cells with flex-objects from F are tracked, combining adjacent populated cells into a group. The groups are stored in the group hash, which is an in-memory hash table with the cell coordinates as the key and the flex-object group associated with this cell as the value. In Algorithm 4, the group hash is probed for an affected group (Line 3), and the respective changes are made to the group while registering add (+) or delete (À) modifications in the group changes list (Lines 4-16). In case a group is not found in the group hash, a new group with a single populated cell is created (Line 7). If the group changes list already contains a change record for a particular group, the record is updated to reflect the combination of the changes (Lines 11 and Line 16). Fig. 6 shows the effect of adding a flex-object f 1 using processDelta. f 1 is mapped to a 2-dimensional point that lies in grid cell c 2 (Line 2). The coordinates of c 2 are used to locate a group in the group hash (Line 3). The found group is updated by inserting f 1 into its list of flex-objects (Line 10). Finally, a change record indicating that f 1 was added (+) to the group is inserted into the group changes list (Line 11).
Function aggregateInc (Algorithm 5). This function finalizes grouping and performs (the full phases of) bin-packing and N-to-1 aggregation. First, it optimizes each of the affected groups using the optimizeGroup sub-function while storing new group updates in the group changes list (Line 3). Then, each group change from the updated list is processed with the sub-functions updateBins and updateAggs, which perform bin-packing and N-to-1 aggregation. Finally, the aggregated flex-object deltas are accumulated (Line 8) and returned as output (Line 13), clearing the group changes list (Line 12). Sub-function Optimizegroup (Algorithm 6). This function is used to optimize affected groups, making them more compact and balanced. First, this function computes a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) over all points containing flex-objects from a given group g (getFoMBR in Line 3). If the extent of the MBR exceeds the grouping parameter thresholds in at least one dimension (Line 3), g is split into a number of sub-groups satisfying the thresholds. For this purpose, g is first disassembled into a number of cells and then bottom-up hierarchical clustering [3] is performed on the MBRs of the flex-objects within these cells to form new sub-groups (Line 6). All relevant group changes are registered in the group hash and the group changes list (Lines 4-8). Additionally, group merging is considered, while first probing the group hash to identify adjacent neighbouring groups (Line 11). If the extent of the MBR computed over all flex-object points from g and an adjacent group are within the grouping parameter thresholds in all dimensions (Lines 12-13), then g and the adjacent groups are merged while tracking all associated group changes (Lines 14-18). Fig. 7 demonstrates group splitting and merging.
Algorithm 6. The Group Optimization Function Optimize Group
Global data: GH -the group hash; CL -the group changes list; P G -grouping parameters; Input: g -a group to be optimized; 
Sub-function updateBins (Algorithm 7)
. This function propagates a given group delta Dgrp to a number of bins stored in the bin hash, which is a hash table with a group ID as the key. First, added and deleted flex-objects, D added and D delete , are retrieved (Lines 2-3), and flexobjects from D delete are discarded from the existing bins (Lines 4-6). Groups with a total weight less than w min are deleted and flex-objects from these groups and D added are included into other existing bins using the first fit decreasing strategy [4] , creating new bins with total weight less than w max , if needed (Line 8). Finally, the changes of affected bins are computed and returned as output (Lines 9-12).
Sub-function Updateaggs (Algorithm 8). This function maintains the aggregate hash, which is a hash table, mapping the ID of an individual bin to an aggregated flexobject. First, a bin, bin ID, an aggregated flex-object f a , Fig. 6 . Processing the addition of a flex-object in the grouping phase. Fig. 7 . Flow of data in the group optimization. SIK SNYS ET AL.: AGGREGATING AND DISAGGREGATING FLEXIBILITY OBJECTSand the sets of added and deleted flex-objects D add and D delete are retrieved for an associated bin delta Dbin (Lines 2-6). Then, f a is incrementally maintained using the N-to-1 aggregation (Algorithm The average-case complexity of Algorithm 3 combining all these sub-functions is OðjF j Á P avg Þ, where P avg is the average length of aggregated flex-object profiles. The complexity analysis details and the worst-case complexity are given in Appendices A.3-A.4.
M-to-N Disaggregation and Discussion
To disaggregate the instances of aggregated flex-objects, the DAGG-1-to-N function from Section 3 is applied independently to each of the affected instances-which are generated in a single (scheduling) step by a single entity (BRP) rather than by multiple (consumer/producer) entities. Therefore, the (M-to-N) disaggregation is straightforward in comparison to the (N-to-M) aggregation, and we therefore omit the presentation of an explicit disaggregation algorithm.
In summary, the discussed N-to-M aggregation and (Mto-N) disaggregation techniques allow efficiently aggregating flex-objects and disaggregating their instances. As the N-to-1 aggregation and the N-to-1 disaggregation functions from Section 3 are used inherently, amount conservation is ensured. Different grouping parameter combinations allow building flex-object groups with different levels of flexobject similarity and thus controlling the trade-off between flex-object compression and flexibility loss. The aggregate constraint is ensured by bin-packing. Finally, incremental updates are feasible, which allow efficiently processing flexobject additions and removals without the need to recompute aggregated flex-objects from scratch. 
BALANCE AGGREGATION
In Section 3, we have proposed the use of balance-alignment to satisfy the balance requirement. In relation to balance-alignment, we now describe several extensions to the N-to-M aggregation and practical techniques for solving the (non-linear) minimization problem of finding the profile positions p f 1 , p f 2 ; . . . ; p f jF j and thus building aggregated flex-objects with the amount bounds allocated around zero (see Fig. 3b ). The extensions are applicable to the N-to-1 aggregation phase (Section 4.2) and aggregate only flex-objects that are placed in the same bin.
Exhaustive search (ES). This technique explores all feasible profile position combinations of all the flex-objects in a bin. After examining all possible combinations, the technique generates an aggregated flex-object with the minimum absolute balance (see Section 2).
Zero terminated exhaustive search (ZES). This technique is similar to the previous one. For each bin, it stops examining further combinations when the current aggregated flexobject has an absolute balance equal to zero.
Dynamic simulated annealing (DSA). This is an approximate technique based on simulated annealing [5] . The parameter h is used to limit the total number of random combinations to be examined. By default, h is set to half of all possible combinations, where the total number of combinations is computed individually for each bin. The algorithm terminates if a solution with absolute balance equal to zero is found.
Simple greedy (SG). This technique, described in Algorithm 9, starts by selecting (Line 2) and removing from the bin the flex-object f nom with the largest negative balance v (Line 3); where balanceðfÞ is the sum of the average values of all the slices of a flex-object f. The technique further aggregates f nom with the flex-object f tmp that has (non-absolute) balance closest to Àv (Line 6). It examines all the profile positions of f tmp and selects the aggregated flex-object f a that gives the smallest absolute balance (Lines 7-12). In case the absolute balance of f a is lower than the absolute balance of f nom (Line 13), the algorithm continues aggregation of the same aggregated flex-object by assigning f a to f nom . Otherwise (Line 15), it stores f nom as a new aggregated flex-object (Line 16) and starts a new aggregation by selecting f nom , the flex-object with the largest negative balance, from the remaining flex-objects (Line 17). The technique stops when there are no more flex-objects to be aggregated (Line 4, when jBj ¼ 0). As a result, the technique might produce more than one aggregated flex-object per bin (Line 20).
Algorithm 9. Simple Greedy Technique
Input: B -a bin of flex-objects; Output: B a -a set of aggregated flex-objects; Data: f nom ; f a ; f tmp ; f x -flex-objects; Exhaustive greedy (EG). Similar to simple greedy, this technique (Algorithm 10) also produces more than one aggregated flex-object per bin. It starts by selecting (Line 2) and removing (Line 3) the flex-object f nom from the bin with the maximum absolute balance. However, it considers all the time flexibility values of all the remaining flex-objects (Line 6 and Line 7) in the bin to find the one that, in combination with the (intermediate) aggregated flex-object f a , reduces the absolute balance the most. Similar to the simple greedy algorithm, it continues the aggregation of the same aggregated flex-object by assigning f a to f nom if the absolute balance is reduced (Line 10). Otherwise, it stores f nom as a new aggregated flex-object (Line 17) and starts a new aggregation by selecting from the remaining flex-objects the flex-object f nom having the largest absolute balance (Line 18). The technique stops when there are no more flex-objects to be aggregated.
Algorithm 10. Exhaustive Greedy Technique
Input: B -a bin of flex-objects; Output: B a -a set of aggregated flex-objects; Data: f nom ; f a ; f tmp ; f x -flex-objects; 1 Function ExhaustiveGreedy(B): 2 f nom FlexObjectWithMaxAbsBalance(B); 3 F F n f nom ; F a 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of the N-to-M aggregation and the balance aggregation techniques.
Experimental Setup
We implemented the basic N-to-M and balance aggregation techniques in Java 1.6. As there are no other flex-object aggregation and disaggregation solutions, we compared our N-to-M aggregation implementation to two rival implementations: R HA and R SG , using our solution for bin-packing and N-to-1 aggregation, but with different (nonincremental) implementations for the grouping phase.
For grouping, R HA uses agglomerative hierarchical clustering [3] by first assigning each flex-object to individual clusters and then repeatedly merging the two closest clusters while no grouping constraints are violated. The distance between two clusters is calculated based on the values of the grouping parameter flex-object attributes. R SG applies the similarity group-by operator [6] for one grouping parameter at a time, thus partitioning the input into valid groups of similar flex-objects. Our experiments were run on a PC with Quad Core Intel Xeon E5320 CPU, 16 GB RAM, OpenSUSE 11.4 (x86_64).
N-to-M Aggregation
We evaluated the N-to-M aggregation discussed in this paper as well as R HA and R SG using a synthetic flex-object dataset from the MIRABEL project, containing one million flex-objects representing consumption. The earliest start time (t es ) is distributed uniformly in the range ½0; 23228. The number of slices and the time flexibility values (t ls À t es ) follow the normal distributions N ð8; 4Þ and N ð20; 10Þ in the ranges ½10; 30 and ½4; 12; the slice duration is fixed to 1 time unit (15 minutes) for all flex-objects, thus length of the profiles ranges from 2:5 to 7:5 hours. Unless otherwise stated, the default values of the experimental parameters are: (a) the number of flex-objects is 500 k; (b) EST ¼ 0 (Earliest Start Time Tolerance) and TFT ¼ 0 (Time Flexibility Tolerance) are used as the grouping parameters. They are based on the Earliest Start Time (t es ) and Time Flexibility (t ls À t es ) flex-object attributes. (c) the aggregate constraint is unset (bin-packing is disabled). We also perform experiments with bin-packing enabled (explicitly stated).
Scalability. To evaluate flex-object compression in terms of performance and scalability, the number of flex-objects is gradually increased from 50 to 1000 k. Aggregation is performed using two different EST and TFT parameter values: EST equal to 0 or 250, and TFT equal to 0 or 6. Disaggregation is executed with randomly generated instances of aggregated flex-objects. The results are shown in Figs. 8a and 8d. Figs. 8a and 8b show that different aggregation parameter values lead to different compression factors and aggregation times. Disaggregation is approx. two times faster than aggregation (see Fig. 8c ) regardless of the flexobject count and grouping parameter values. Most of the time is spent on the bin-packing (if enabled) and N-to-1 aggregation phases (the two left bars in Fig. 8 ). Considering the overhead associated with incremental behaviour, the amount of memory used by the approach is relatively small compared to the footprint of the original and aggregated flex-objects. Memory usage increases when bin-packing is enabled.
Incremental Behaviour. To evaluate incremental aggregation, we first aggregate 500 k flex-objects. Then, for different k values ranging from 500 to 256 k, we insert k new flexobjects and remove k randomly selected flex-objects. The total number of flex-objects stays at 500k. For every value of k, we execute incremental aggregation. Fig. 8e shows that updates can be processed efficiently. Hence, our approach results in substantial time savings compared to the case when all 500 k flex-objects are aggregated from scratch (represented by the line in Fig. 8e ). We then compare the total time to process flex-objects with our incremental approach to the other two (inherently non-incremental) approaches (R HA and R SG ). As Fig. 8f illustrates, our approach is competitive in comparison to R SG in terms of scalability. The overhead associated with the change tracking and group optimization in the incremental grouping phase is not significant in the overall aggregation time. Additionally, the hierarchical clustering-based approach (R HA ) results in very high execution time even for small datasets (due to a large amount of distance computations) and is thus not scalable enough for flex-object aggregation.
Effect of grouping parameters. As shown in Fig. 9a , EST significantly affects the flex-object compression factor. For this dataset, increasing EST by a factor of two leads to a flex-object reduction by approximately the same factor. However, the use of high EST values results in aggregated flex-object profiles with more slices. Aggregating these requires more time (see "aggregation time" in Fig. 9a ). The TFT parameter has a significant impact on the flexibility loss (see "flexibility loss" in Fig. 9b ). Higher values of TFT results in higher flexibility losses. When TFT is set to 0, aggregation causes no flexibility loss but results in a larger number of aggregated flex-objects. When the number of distinct time flexibility values in a flex-object dataset is low (as in our case), the best compression with no flexibility loss can be achieved when TFT ¼ 0 and the other grouping parameters are unset (or set to high values).
Optimization and bin-packing. We now evaluate group optimization and bin-packing. As shown in Figs. 9c and 9d , group optimization is relatively cheap (Fig. 9d) and it substantially contributes to the reduction of the number of aggregated flex-object (Fig. 9c) . To evaluate bin-packing, the aggregate constraint was set so that the time flexibility of an aggregate is always at least 8 (w min ¼ 8, equiv. to 2 hours). By enabling this constraint, we investigate the overhead associated with bin-packing and its effect on the flexibility loss. As shown in Fig. 9e , by restricting the time flexibility for every aggregate, the overall flexibility loss can be limited. However, bin-packing introduces a substantial overhead that depends on the number of objects in flexobject groups after the group optimization (see Fig. 9f ). When this number is small (EST ¼ 0, TFT ¼ 6), the overhead of bin-packing is insignificant. However, when groups are large (EST ¼ 250, TFT ¼ 6), bin-packing overhead becomes very significant.
Balance Aggregation
We experimentally evaluated the balance aggregation techniques, namely exhaustive search, zero terminated exhaustive search, dynamic simulated annealing, simple greedy, and exhaustive greedy. We compared these techniques against each other, as well as to start-alignment, in terms of absolute balance, flexibility loss, and execution time by varying the grouping tolerances EST and TFT . We also evaluate the techniques in terms of grouping parameters. We set EST to zero and test values from zero to six for the TFT parameter using datasets with 40 customers, which contain approximately 90K flex-objects (Figs. 10c, 11c , and 11f. We used eight distinct flex-object datasets derived from the MIRA-BEL dataset. The first dataset is generated from the historical measurements of five randomly selected customers (households), the second by adding another five customers, and so on, up to the eighth, which contains 40 customers in total.
We run all experiments ten times using ten different instances of the described eight datasets. The average results of the experiments are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11c and Table 1 . In addition, we also show the full variation of execution times in Figs. 11d and 11f ) since their variations were much higher than the variations of flexibility loss and absolute balance. We often omitted the results of ES, ZES, and DSA due to the extremely high execution times when TFT > 0. We also omitted DSA in Fig. 11a since Fig. 9 . Grouping, optimization, and bin-packing. it shows the highest flexibility loss due to the limited number of iterations. Absolute balance. Both ES and ZES achieve zero absolute balance, which is possible due to the nature of the test data, see Fig. 10a . In addition, EG and SG achieve a very low absolute balance compared to DSA and SA, see Figs. 10a and 10c. SA obtains the highest absolute balance in all examined scenarios since it does not consider balancing during aggregation.
Flexibility loss. SA has the least flexibility loss in all the scenarios followed by EG and SG (Figs. 11a and 11c ). ES and ZES have similar percentages of flexibility loss compared to EG and SG; hence we omit them in the figures. This happens because their goal is to achieve the minimum absolute balance and the flex-objects participating in the aggregation are time shifted in a similar way. In Fig. 11b , we see that the flexibility loss of SA increases when more flex-objects participate in the aggregation and the number of aggregated flex-objects follows the same behaviour. This happens because when TFT > 0, the flex-objects in each group have different latest start times and therefore the aggregated flex-object will have smaller time flexibility intervals. In Figs. 11b and 11c , we see that both EG and SG create more aggregated flex-objects than SA due to their capability to generate more than one aggregated flexobject for each bin.
Execution time. SA is the fastest among all the techniques, followed by SG and EG, see Figs. 11d and 11f. SA's execution time is correlated with the number of flex-objects and, since this is constant, execution time shows a similar behaviour, see Fig. 11f . On the other hand, as TFT grows, SG is not examining a larger solution space-in contrast to EGand generates approximately the same number of aggregated flex-objects, see Figs. 11c and 11f. Therefore, the execution time remains almost constant.
Experiment Summary
In summary, we show that our basic N-to-M aggregation technique scales linearly with the number of flex-object inserts, and it is just as efficient as the best non-incremental grouping approach (R SG ). The overhead associated with the incremental behaviour is insignificant. The trade-off between the flex-object compression factor and flexibility loss can be controlled using the grouping parameters. The compression factor can be further increased efficiently by group optimization. Disaggregation is approx. two times faster than aggregation.
Furthermore, we show that the balance aggregation techniques EG and SG can achieve a very low absolute balance with low execution time and maintain a near-constant behaviour regarding flexibility loss. For these characteristics, EG performs better than SG and produces a lower number of aggregated flex-objects. However, all the proposed balance aggregation techniques show higher flexibility loss compared to SA, thus demonstrating the inevitable tradeoff between flexibility loss and absolute balance. For larger grouping tolerance values, the difference in flexibility loss between SA and EG/SG is reduced. 
RELATED WORK
Clustering. Many clustering algorithms have been proposed, including density-based (e.g., BIRCH [7] ), centroidbased (e.g., K-Means [8] ), hierarchical clustering (e.g., SLINK [3] , [9] ) as well as incremental algorithms, such as incremental K-means [10] and incremental BIRCH [11] . In comparison to our approach, clustering partially solves only the grouping part, which is substantially simpler than the whole problem of grouping, bin-packing, balance-aligning, and N-to-1 aggregation. For grouping alone, existing clustering algorithms provide neither effective incremental solutions nor strict guaranties of cluster object similarity, both of which are provided by our approach. The closest work is incremental grid-based clustering [12] , [13] , [14] , where we, in comparison, improve the clusters across the grid boundaries and limit the number of items per cluster using bin-packing. Similarity group by. The operator SGB [15] groups objects based on the similarity between tuple values and is supported by SimDB [15] . However, SGB again solves only the grouping part of the problem and is (unlike our approach) not incremental, which is essential.
Complex objects. Complex objects with multidimensional data exist in many real-world applications [16] and can be represented with multidimensional data models [17] . Several research efforts (e.g., [18] and [19] ) have been proposed to aggregate complex objects. However, these efforts do not consider the specific challenges related to aggregating flex-objects.
Temporal aggregation. Several papers have addressed aggregation for temporal and spatio-temporal data including instantaneous temporal aggregation [20] , cumulative temporal aggregation [21] , [22] , [23] , histogrambased aggregation [24] , and multi-dimensional temporal aggregation [25] . These techniques differ in how a time line is partitioned into time intervals and how an aggregation group is associated with each time instant. The efficient computation of these time intervals poses a great challenge and therefore various techniques that allow computing them efficiently have been proposed [26] , [27] , [28] . Unfortunately, these techniques only deal with simple data items without flexibilities, making them unsuitable for aggregation of flex-objects.
Balance aggregation. Existing approaches [29] solve the energy balancing problem globally and independently from the aggregation. In comparison, our approach performs local balancing during aggregation, thus reducing distribution grid congestion risks and partially fulfilling the goal of scheduling (global balancing).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Objects with inherent flexibilities in time and amount, socalled flexibility objects (flex-objects), occur in both scientific and commercial domains. By focusing on flex-object aggregation and disaggregation, this paper formally defined relevant concepts and provided a novel and efficient grid-based incremental technique for flex-object aggregation and disaggregation. The paper considered the aggregation/disaggregation process, the grouping of flex-objects, alternatives for computing aggregates, and associated requirements.
Additionally, it introduced the concept of energy balancing in aggregation and proposed five techniques that fulfil both balancing and other aggregation goals simultaneously. Extensive experiments using data from an energy domain project showed that the techniques provide very good performance while satisfying all entailed requirements.
Future work will address challenges of aggregating and disaggregating flex-objects with additional flexibilities in profile slice duration. Furthermore, novel balance aggregation techniques taking into account electricity grid constraints will be examined, together with advanced grouping techniques and data structures to further improve performance.
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